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Top-list of utility-scale solar developers: 

Buoyant market attracts multi-national utilities 

International energy conglomerates are jumping on the solar bandwagon, and climbing up the list of 

top developers published today by utility-scale market experts Wiki-Solar. NextEra Energy in the US 

and France-based Engie lead the new installations in 2019/20. Also prominent are Italy’s ENEL, 

SoftBank from Japan, Indian Azure, France’s EDF and Neoen, US-based AES and Dutch Shell. 

Leading solar specialists, however, are not being squeezed out – the top two positions for cumulative 

all-time installed capacity are retained by First Solar and Canadian Solar. Fellow solar manufacturers 

SunPower, Trina and Jinko have also developed further projects. Other climbers are specialist utility-

scale solar developers Scatec Solar, juwi, Enerparc, FRV and BayWa re. 

Latest list of the world's top utility-scale solar project developers 
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Most of the seven Chinese developers on the list, are sliding owing to last year’s slow down in solar 

project development in China. However, as Wiki-Solar’s Philip Wolfe explains “our league tables 

often understate the prominence of Chinese companies, because of the lack of information about 

which companies are involved in projects there.” Abengoa is another faller, because its main activity 

is in solar thermal power systems, and CSP has very much “taken a back seat behind photovoltaics in 

recent years”, says Wolfe. 

While some developers sell their projects before or after construction, others retain their own 

portfolio and so also appear in the list of leading plant owners, which Wiki-Solar has recently updated 

on its website. Some also undertake construction work and are listed amongst leading EPC 

contractors. 

T E X T      E N D S 

Notes for editors:  

[1] This release on the utility-scale solar market is available here: 
http://wiki-solar.org/library/public/201027_Top-list_Utility-scale_solar_developers.pdf 

[2] The top-list, with further details of the role of the project developer is shown on Wiki-Solar’s 
website here; beside equivalent details for plant owners and EPC contractors. 

[3] Wiki-Solar defines ‘utility-scale solar’ as 4 MWAC and above (≈5MWP for PV; ≈ electricity for 
1,500 households in Europe) see: http://wiki-solar.org/data/glossary/utility-scale.html. 

[4] ‘Solar Photovoltaic Projects in the mainstream power market’ was published in 2012. 

[5] Wiki-Solar is the leading authority on utility-scale solar with a database covering over 14,000 
utility-scale solar projects, of which about three-quarters are operational. All figures are 
based on the AC export rating of operational plants. Projects under development are 
excluded until they have been commissioned. 
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